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severe. 3. half of the world’s supply of fresh oxygen is produced by marine micro-organisms, and many
ﬁsh and other foodocean life zones and fish answer key play this game. ocean zones #1: the amount of
light that reaches the abyss. what is none #2: marine life, such as barnacles, can live life in and out of the
water here. what is the shore/intertidal zone #3: plankton flourish in these nutrient-rich waters, providing
food for other organismsmplified version of the ocean zones for kiddos to match the zone to the
definition. they use the word bank to label the different parts of the ocean floor and then are asked to
answer a quick short answer question. includes 2 different maps with word bank and answer key!" layers
of the ocean reference. layers of the ocean ocean zones ocean zones use this worksheet as a way to
introduce, teach and review some of the ocean zones. answer key finished product made by my kids :)
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forced to move, the ocean currents and compare the general direction followed by currents in the
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here ocean webquest task sheet - sonoma valley high school teacher answer key for part i – ocean
explorers web quest guide welcome, ocean explorers! please proceed to the following web site: motion in
the sea - ocean currents lesson plans2. animals and plants in the ocean can be classified into three major
groups. list and explain: a. plankton - very small animals that float on or near surface b. nekton - animals
that swim c. benthos - animals that live on the ocean floor 3. list and describe the major ocean life zones:
a. intertidal - lies between low- and high-tide lines b.ocean zones exploring the ocean this section
describes how the ocean has been explored over the past several thousand years. the ocean zones 7. find
and label each of the following ocean ﬂoor features in the drawing: continental shelf, continental slope,
seamount,
abyssal
plain,
and
trench.
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2. Animals and plants in the ocean can be classified into three major groups. List and explain: a.
PLANKTON - very small animals that float on or near surface b. NEKTON - animals that swim c.
BENTHOS - animals that live on the ocean floor 3. List and describe the major ocean life zones: a.
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